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About This Game

Not your mother’s solitaire! Power Solitaire VR is Klondike solitaire but with a twist! In its unique online social multiplayer
mode (with live voice chat) place your cards onto anyone's piles, if you can beat them to it. The action escalates quickly,

becoming fast and competitive. Of course, you can also play regular relaxing solitaire alone.

Power Solitaire VR is lively, immersive, competitive, social, and a ton of fun! Includes lots of little VR surprises in each
environment. This is a seated (or standing) VR experience and requires hand controllers.

A VR game the whole family already knows how to play

Features:

Play Klondike solitaire like real life in a virtual room

Competitive Power Solitaire mode against up to 3 other players and/or a robot

Multiplayer includes voice chat and real time virtual avatar interactions

Easily configure play area for personal size and comfort
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Fun VR surprises and interactive playfulness throughout!

Requires a virtual reality headset and hand controllers

This is a seated (or standing) VR experience

You don't play solitaire? Well, maybe your parents do!
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Title: Power Solitaire VR
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Parkerhill Reality Labs
Publisher:
Parkerhill Reality Labs
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvideo GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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power solitaire vr

It was a interesting game. Not one for hardcore gamers that want a challenge. It was a very short game maybe an hour to beat it
all. The graphic are good, but that seems to all this game has going for itself. The sounds in game sound good as you would
expect. The cut-scenes are generic and kind of lame because you don't feel the passion that is being portrayed by the characters.
The gameplay can be frustrating at times but its still a simple game with simple gameplay. You can use a Xbox 360 controller to
play this game. There is a local co-op (multiplayer) and its alot of fun to play with a friend, locally. The story doesn't make
sense, and random villeins are mad at you for no reason. The game is a must buy at a reduced cost because if you bought this at
full price you wouldn't be getting your monies worth. Its a good game to spend a hour to beat.. I was a little apprehensive about
buying this for 5$ because a lot of quiz games on steam are pretty bad but I liked the look so I gave it a try. I must say I was not
disappointed.

This game was funny with nice art and enjoyable music. The questions were a nice mix of difficulties with some trick questions.
The characters are awesome and their reactions are priceless. I love how their looks and reactions line up with the quiz category
they represent.

Features I really liked was the way you could pick your subjects in order of your chosing because it gets harder with each
opponent. So you should start with subjects you are worst at.
Also liked that you could back out of a quiz whenever you liked. So you don't have to finish it if you are doing poorly and
wouldn't get an A. Although a quick restart button here would be appreciated so you don't have to go back to the room to pick
characters each time.

What I didn't like was how slow it can be. For example at the end of a quiz you have to sit through some extra dialogue and
clicking. And yes, it was funny, but after reading it one time that's enough, so a skip button here would be appreciated also.
But all by all it wasn't as slow as some other games I've played.

I also didn't love the "boss" being economics, business and politics but that's just because I'm so horrible at that subject.

The devs should do an extra spell\/question check though. But I have to say the English was very good. Just some small spelling
mistakes and some questions that were the same but worded differently.

Overall I loved this game a lot. It is one of the most enjoyable quiz games on steam I have played so far. I didn't even mind the
extra Indonesian knowledge quiz cause the charachter was so friendly and funny and it was interesting.

ps: all achievements work. I bought it and it’s totally worth it!
Awesome experience in my Oculus Rift! Finally a great VR tower defense game!. This is a good game, some problems but still
good old fashined gameplay.. All in all, it\u2019s cheap, entertaining and looks beautiful. Even single player is fun but the real
deal is
multiplayer. It\u2019s not easy to find players online but when I play it with my friends it\u2019s ok.. First early access game I
have ever purchased. Tried the demo out and it alone was enough to get my to buy it. The game is already much more polished
than the demo was and been enjoying it so far. If you enjoy the Senran Kagura style fighting but with little more serious tone
you will want to check this out. Looking forward to seeing the end result and some new costumes and maybe new\/other
characters at some point!. Better than Slain

Honestly. Fun game, dead servers please people start playing this again!!!!. First impression is retrographics similar to
Minecraft, but hillarious insanity follows immediately.

Provoke zombies and make them die by accident. Well, long series of "accidents". Which can be diverse. Just like your
characters. It is very easy to get addicted.. Really fun game, highly recommend it. Teaches You to think logically, and All levels
are possible to do.
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This is it. The final chapter in the Enigmatis trilogy. And it ends on a high-note. As in, it is very action-packed, filled with
challenging HO puzzles (even on Casual), and the plot is extremely engaging. And in the end, will you be able to end the Reaper
threat once and for all?. This, is pretty much my happy place garme. Like alot of people I used to own this on the PS2 and I
haven't played it in a long time. So I bought it for Nostalgia and this is just as good as I remember it being, it just, makes me
really happy playing it again.

We don't really get games like this from Traveller's Tales anymore, that amussing sense of parody has kinda left when they
moved over to proper voice acting, which isn't a bad thing it's just different. Would recommend picking this up alot, it's a bit
janky, but god it's fun.. A versatile video editor, lightweight compared to Adobe's suit, yet very professional!. the game is pretty
fun for what it is but there's not much replay vaulve in it. A really funny and smooth game with a clean look, easy controls, some
nice features, a touch of nostalgia and passionate game devs constantly improving on it since it is a early access game.. This
game is one of the best story-driven RPGs that I have played in a long time. The characters are all amazingly written, the plot is
unique and exciting, the art is simply amazing, and the combat mechanics are surprisingly solid and challenging for a turn based
RPG-visual novel hybrid. While there are some minor issues, such as the tedious sidequests, overall this is an amazing game and
well worth the $15 early access. Part 1 is the only chapter currently available due to the early access, but I am extremely excited
for more Long Gone Days in part 2.
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